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int n;  // number of nodes
int e;  // number of edges
float capacity[MAX_NODES][MAX_NODES]; // capacity matrix
float flow[MAX_NODES][MAX_NODES];     // flow matrix
int color[MAX_NODES]; // needed for breadth-first search               
int pred[MAX_NODES];  // array to store augmenting path
//A Queue for Breadth-First Search
int head,tail;
int q[MAX_NODES+2];
float min (float x, float y) {
    return x<y ? x : y;  // returns minimum of x and y
}
void enqueue (int x) {
    q[tail] = x;
    tail++;
    color[x] = GRAY;
}
int dequeue () {
    int x = q[head];
    head++;
    color[x] = BLACK;
    return x;
}
//Breadth-First Search for an augmenting path
float bfs (int start, int target) {
    int u,v;
    for (u=0; u<n; u++) {
    color[u] = WHITE;
    }   
    head = tail = 0;
    enqueue(start);
    pred[start] = -1;
    while (head!=tail) {
    u = dequeue();
        // Search all adjacent white nodes v. If the capacity
        // from u to v in the residual network is positive,
        // enqueue v.
    for (v=0; v<n; v++) {
        if (color[v]==WHITE && capacity[u][v]-flow[u][v]>0) {
        enqueue(v);
        pred[v] = u;
        }
    }
    }
    // If the color of the target node is black now,
    // it means that we reached it.
    return color[target]==BLACK;
}
//Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm
float max_flow (int source, int sink) {
    int i,j,u;
    // Initialize empty flow.
    float max_flow = 0;
    for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
    for (j=0; j<n; j++) {
        flow[i][j] = 0;
    }
    }
    // While there exists an augmenting path,
    // increment the flow along this path.
    while (bfs(source,sink)) {
        // Determine the amount by which we can increment the flow.
    float increment = oo;
    for (u=n-1; pred[u]>=0; u=pred[u]) {
        increment = min(increment,capacity[pred[u]][u]
        -flow[pred[u]][u]);
    }
        // Now increment the flow.
    for (u=n-1; pred[u]>=0; u=pred[u]) {
        flow[pred[u]][u] += increment;
        flow[u][pred[u]] -= increment;
    }
    max_flow += increment;
    }
    // No augmenting path anymore. We are done.
    return max_flow;
}
//Reading the input file and the main program
void read_input_file() {
    int a,b,i,j;
    float c;
    FILE* input = fopen("mf.in","r");
    // read number of nodes and edges
    fscanf(input,"%d %d",&n,&e);
    // initialize empty capacity matrix 
    for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
    for (j=0; j<n; j++) {
        capacity[i][j] = 0;
    }
    }
    // read edge capacities
    for (i=0; i<e; i++) {
    fscanf(input,"%d %d %f",&a,&b,&c);
    capacity[a][b] = c;
    }
    fclose(input);
}
int main () {
    read_input_file();
    printf("\n");
    printf("Max Flow = ");
    printf("%f\n",max_flow(0,n-1));
    printf("\n");
    system("PAUSE");
    return 0;   
}
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/** Global parameters */
int n_arc;//number of arcs
int n_node;//number of nodes
int T;//evacuation limit time
int t = 0;//actual time
float x=FLT_MAX;//reference dinamic flow
float X=0;//Earliest arrival flow
int u =1;
struct Arc {
    float capacity;
    int time;
    float flow;
};
struct DP {
    map<int, int> dep;
    map<int, int> pred;
};
struct d {
       int node;
       int _t;




//Capacity and temporally Matrix
Matrix Graph;
//Read section: Arc capacity (inexistent arcs have the value "-1")
void readArcCapacity() {
    FILE* input = fopen("arcCap.in","r");
    fscanf(input,"%d %d",&n_node,&n_arc);
    Arc aux;
    aux.capacity = aux.flow = aux.time = -1;
    Graph = Matrix(n_node, Row(n_node, aux));
    float cap; int i_node, j_node;
    for(int i = 0; i < n_arc; ++i) {
        fscanf(input,"%d %d %f",&i_node,&j_node, &cap);
        Graph[i_node][j_node].capacity = cap;
        Graph[i_node][j_node].flow = 0;     
    }
    fclose(input);  
    
}
void readArcTime() {
    int timeref;
    if ( t==0 ) timeref = 0;
    else timeref = ((t/10)*10);
    string stime;
    ostringstream convert;
    convert << timeref;
    stime = convert.str();
    string s = "arcTime" + convert.str() + ".in";
    FILE* input = fopen(s.c_str(),"r");
    fscanf(input,"%d %d %d",&n_node,&n_arc,&T);
    int time; int i_node, j_node;
    for(int i = 0; i < n_arc; ++i) {
        fscanf(input,"%d %d %d",&i_node,&j_node, &time);
        Graph[i_node][j_node].time = time;
    }
    fclose(input);  
}
list<d> PathAlgorithm() {
    list<d> P;
    list<int> SE;
    SE.push_back(0);
    int tin=t;
    vector<int> pi(n_node);
    for(int i = 0; i < n_node; ++i) {
            if(i == 0) pi[i] = 0;
            else pi[i] = INT_MAX;
    }
    vector<DP> nodeDP (n_node);
            for(int i = 0; i < n_node; i++) {
            if(i == 0) {
                 nodeDP[i].pred[t] = -1;
                 nodeDP[i].dep[t] = t;
            }
            else {
                 nodeDP[i].pred[t] = -2;
                 nodeDP[i].dep[t] = -2;
            }
    
    }
    int i = 0;
    while(not SE.empty()) {                  
        readArcTime();
        i = SE.front(); SE.pop_front();
        for(int j = 0; j < n_node; ++j) {
            if(i != j) {
                for(t = pi[i];t <= T and (Graph[i][j].capacity 
                            - Graph[i][j].flow) >0 
                            and (t+Graph[i][j].time) <= T 
                            and Graph[i][j].time >= 0 
                            and nodeDP[i].pred.find(t) 
                            != nodeDP[i].pred.end(); t++) {
                    readArcTime();
                    if(nodeDP[j].pred.find(t+Graph[i][j]
                            .time) == nodeDP[j].pred.end()) {                         
                        if(pi[j] > (t+Graph[i][j].time) ) {
                             pi[j] =(t+Graph[i][j].time); 
                             nodeDP[j].pred[t+Graph[i][j].time] = i;
                             nodeDP[j].dep[t+Graph[i][j].time] = t;
                             SE.push_back(j);
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }                             
    }
   
    if(pi[n_node-1] > T) {x = 0; return P;}
    else {
         int j = n_node-1;
         t = pi[j];
         
         i = nodeDP[j].pred[t];
         d aux; aux.node = j; aux._t = t; aux.__t = t;
         P.push_front(aux);
         x = FLT_MAX;
         int _t, __t; float cap; int _i;
         while(j != -1 and i != -1) {
                 _t = nodeDP[j].dep[t];
                 if(i != j) {
                      cap = Graph[i][j].capacity-Graph[i][j].flow;
                      if(cap < x) x = cap;
                      __t = _t;
                 }
                 _i = i; j = i; i = nodeDP[j].pred[_t]; t = _t;
                 if(_i != i) {
                       aux.node = _i; aux._t = _t; aux.__t = __t;
                       P.push_front(aux);
                 }
         }
    }
    cout<< "Augmenting flow in Path: " << x << "persons/s"<< endl;
    
        return P;
}
void writeP(list<d> P) {
    d aux;
    if(not P.empty()) {
           aux = P.front();
           cout << "Node: " <<aux.node << " _t: "
           << aux._t <<"s" << " __t: " << aux.__t<<"s" << endl;
           P.pop_front();
           writeP(P);
           P.push_front(aux);         
    }    
}
list<d> Solving() {
     list<d> P;
     P = PathAlgorithm();
     return P;               
}
void update(list<d> P) {
          int i, j;
     i = P.front().node; P.pop_front();
     while(not P.empty()) {             
             j = P.front().node; P.pop_front();
             Graph[i][j].flow = Graph[i][j].flow + x;
             i = j;           
     }
}
int main() {
    readArcCapacity();
    bool final = true;
    while(final) {
        list<d> P = Solving();
        if(x == 0 or P.empty()) {
            final = false;
        }
        else {
           writeP(P);cout<<endl;
           update(P); 
           X= X+x;
        }
    }
    cout << "EARLIEST ARRIVAL FLOW: " << X << "persons/s" <<endl << endl;
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/** Global parameters */
int n_arc;//number of arcs
int n_node;//number of nodes
int T;//evacuation limit time
int t = 0;//actual time




    float capacity;
    int time;
    float flow;
};
struct DP {
    map<int, int> dep; //departures
    map<int, int> pred; //predecessors
};
struct d {
   int node;
   int _t;









vector<Matrix> mp; //Matrix vector depending in time
vector<int> pi;
//Read section: Arc capacity (inexistent arcs have the value "-1")
void readArcCapacity() {
    Matrix Graph, Graphb; //Auxiliar Matrix Graph
                          //In order to read the capacities
    FILE* input = fopen("arcCap.in","r");
    fscanf(input,"%d %d %d",&n_node,&n_arc, &T);
    Arc aux;
    aux.capacity = aux.flow = aux.time = 0;
    Graph  = Matrix(n_node, Row(n_node, aux));
    Graphb = Matrix(n_node, Row(n_node, aux));
    float cap; int i_node, j_node;
    for(int i = 0; i < n_arc; ++i) {
        fscanf(input,"%d %d %f",&i_node,&j_node, &cap);
        Graph[i_node][j_node].capacity = cap;
        Graph[i_node][j_node].flow = 0;
        Graphb[i_node][j_node].capacity = cap;
        Graphb[i_node][j_node].flow = 0;            
    }
    //Runnin auxiliar matrix through his diagonal, 
    //nodes(i,i)
    for(int i = 0; i < n_node-1; ++i) {
        Graph[i][i].capacity = a[i];
        Graph[i][i].flow = 0;
        Graph[i][i].time = 1;
        Graphb[i][i].capacity = a[i];
        Graphb[i][i].flow = 0;
        Graphb[i][i].time = 1;
    }
    //In the matrix vector depending on time we initialize 
    //all matrix = Graph
    mp = vector<Matrix> (T+1, Matrix (n_node, Row(n_node)));
    mp[0]=Graphb;
    for(int i = 1; i < T+1; ++i) mp[i] = Graph;
    //This is in order to do not read all the arcs, 
    //thus only arcs (0,1) are modified.
    for(int i = 1; i < T+1; ++i) mp[i][0][1].capacity=0;
    fclose(input);  




    
    FILE* input = fopen("capNode.in","r");
    fscanf(input,"%d",&n_node);
    a = vector<float> (n_node);
    float cap; int i_node;
    for(int i = 0; i < n_node; ++i) {
        fscanf(input,"%d %f",&i_node, &cap);
        a[i_node] = cap; 
    }
    fclose(input);      
}
void readAllArcTimes() {
    int timeref;
    int tt;
    M = auxMatrix(n_node, auxRow(n_node,0));
    for(timeref=0; timeref<T; timeref+=10){
        string stime;
        ostringstream convert;
        convert << timeref;
        stime = convert.str();
        string s = "arcTime" + convert.str() + ".in";
        FILE* input = fopen(s.c_str(),"r");
        fscanf(input,"%d %d",&n_node,&n_arc);
        int time; int i_node, j_node,j;
        for(int i = 0; i < n_arc; ++i) {
            fscanf(input,"%d %d %d",&i_node,&j_node, &time);
            M[i_node][j_node] = 1;
            if(i_node==1){
                if(timeref==0){
                    mp[0][i_node][j_node].time=0;
                    j=1;               
                }else{
                    j=timeref;     
                }  
                while(j<timeref+10){
                    mp[j][i_node][j_node].time=T+1;
                    j++;
                }                   
            }
            else{                                 
                for(int j = timeref; j < timeref+10; j++) {
                    mp[j][i_node][j_node].time = time;
                    mp[j][j_node][i_node].time= T+1;                    
               }
            }
        }
        fclose(input);  
     }                     
     for(int i=0; i<n_node; i++) M[i][i]=1;
}
list<d> PathAlgorithm() {
    int i;
    list<d> P; //List of paths
    list<int> SE; //List of nodes
    SE.push_back(0); //Extracting node 0 
    pi = vector<int> (n_node); //Pi vector        
    for(int i = 0; i < n_node; i++) {
        if(i == 0) pi[i] = 0; //pi0  = 0
        else pi[i] = INT_MAX; //pix = max
    }
    vector<DP> nodeDP (n_node); //departures and predecessors vector
    for( t=0; t<=T; t++) {
        for(int i = 0; i < n_node; i++) { 
            if(i == 0) {
                nodeDP[i].pred[t] = -1;
                nodeDP[i].dep[t] = t;
            }
            else {
                nodeDP[i].pred[t] = -2;
                nodeDP[i].dep[t] = -2;
            }
        }
    }
   
    while(not SE.empty()) { //while there are nodes in the list...:
          i = SE.front(); 
          SE.pop_front(); //i = Actual node, extracting a node
          for(int j = 0; j < n_node; j++) { 
            //travelling around all arcs
            if(i != j && M[i][j]!=0) { 
            //If it is not node i--> node i                  
            //and there is flow in the arc (i,j), 
            //then in the residual capacity there is 
            //capacity in arc (j,i)
               for(t = pi[i];t < T ; t++) {                                                   
                if( (t+mp[t][i][j].time) <= T  
                                    and nodeDP[i].pred[t]!=-2 ){    
                   if( ( M[i][j]==1  
                                    and (mp[t][i][j].capacity 
                                    - mp[t][i][j].flow) > 1.e-5 )
                                    or  (M[i][j]== -1  
                                    and t+ mp[t][i][j].time>0 
                                    and  t+ mp[t][i][j].time<=T 
                                    and mp[t+ mp[t][i][j]
                                    .time ][j][i].flow > 1.e-5) ) {
                    //If it is a normal arc and there is residual cap
                    //or it is an inverted flow
                       if(nodeDP[j].pred[t+mp[t][i][j].time] == -2) {
                          //We cannot reach node j yet 
                            //at time t+mp[t][i][j].time
                           if(pi[j] > (t+mp[t][i][j].time) )   {
                                pi[j] = (t+mp[t][i][j].time); } 
                               nodeDP[j].pred[t+mp[t][i][j].time]= i;
                               nodeDP[j].dep[t+mp[t][i][j].time] = t;
                               SE.push_back(j); //queueing node j
                                   
                               int _t = t + mp[t][i][j].time +1;
                               while(_t < T 
                                    and (a[j]-mp[_t-1][j][j].flow) 
                                    > 1.e-4 
                                    and  (nodeDP[j].pred[_t] ==-2)) {
                                 nodeDP[j].pred[_t] = j;
                                 nodeDP[j].dep[_t] = _t-1; 
                                 ++_t;         
                               }
                               _t = t + mp[t][i][j].time -1;
                               while(_t >= 0 
                                    and mp[_t][j][j].flow 
                                    > 1.e-4 
                                    and (nodeDP[j].pred[_t]==-2)){
                                 if(pi[j] > _t) {
                                    pi[j] = _t;
                                 }
                                 nodeDP[j].pred[_t]  = j;
                                 nodeDP[j].dep[_t]  = _t+1;
                                 if(mp[_t][j][j].flow<1.e-3) {
                                    getchar();}
                                 --_t;
                               }
                           }
                       }                                                
                   }
               }
           }
      }
    }        
    if(pi[n_node-1] > T ) { x = 0; return P;}
    //if las node pi > T  
    else {
        int j = n_node-1; // j = last node           
        t = pi[j]; 
        i = nodeDP[j].pred[t];
        //We declare a daux that is an
        //auxiliar with t' and t''
        //in order to be able to work with the list of nodes 
        //and uptade the flows in function of t' and t''
        d aux; aux.node = j; aux._t = t; aux.__t = t;
        P.push_front(aux); //We begin the path from the end 
        //with daux = last node
        x = 99999.0; //To do the first comparison 
        //x in order to take always the little one
        int _t, __t; double cap; int _i;
        while(j != -1 and i != -1) {
            _t = nodeDP[j].dep[t];
            if(i != j ) {
                if(M[i][j]==1){
                     cap = mp[_t][i][j].capacity-mp[_t][i][j].flow;                                                 
                 }
                 else{//Arcs with negative times
                    //which flow is extracted from them
                     cap = mp[ _t + mp[_t][i][j].time ][j][i].flow;                                                     
                 }
                 __t = _t;
             }
             else if(t > _t) {
                cap = (a[i]-mp[_t][i][i].flow);
             }
             else {
                 cap = mp[t][i][i].flow; 
             }
             if(cap < x) {
                    x = cap;
             }
             
             _i = i; j = i; i = nodeDP[j].pred[_t]; t = _t;
             aux.node = _i; aux._t = _t; aux.__t = __t; 
            //Modifying the values of 
            //daux with the new node to be labeled
             P.push_front(aux); //queing aux to the node list 
         }
    }
    return P;
}
list<d> Solving() {
     list<d> P;
     P = PathAlgorithm();
     return P;               
}
void update(list<d> P) {
    d auxi, auxj; //structures (node, t_, t__)
    auxi = P.front(); 
    P.pop_front();
    while(not P.empty()) {
        auxj = P.front(); 
        P.pop_front();
     
        if( M[auxi.node][auxj.node]==1 
                    && (auxi.node!=auxj.node or auxi._t < auxj._t) ){
             //it is a normal arc 
            //(if it is an i,i, it is necessary to assure that it goes forward)
            //in the residual netwoek, 
            //and will appear arc (j,i) with negative time. 
            if(auxi.node!=auxj.node){
                M[auxj.node][auxi.node]=-1;
                //if there is flow on arc (i,j) 
                //the inverted arc will exist,
                //at least at some t.
                mp[ auxi._t+mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node]
                .time][auxj.node][auxi.node].time =
                - mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node].time; 
            }
            mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node].flow += x;
        }
        else{ 
        //it is an arc of the original network that does not exist before.
        // redirected flow
            if(auxi.node != auxj.node){
                 mp[auxi._t+mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node]
                .time][auxj.node][auxi.node].flow -= x;
                 if(mp[auxi._t+mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node]
                    .time][auxj.node][auxi.node].flow<1.e-4){
                    //if the arc is empty in this time it will be blocked
                       mp[auxi._t+mp[auxi._t][auxi.node][auxj.node]
                        .time][auxj.node][auxi.node].time=T+1;
                 }
            }
            else{
                 mp[auxi._t-1][auxi.node][auxi.node].flow-=x;
            }
        }
                 
        auxi = auxj;
    }//end while not P.empty()
    
}
int main() { 
    int i,j,t, final_t;
    readNodeCapacity();         
    readArcCapacity(); 
    readAllArcTimes();  
    bool final = true;
    FILE* doc;
    
    
    while(final) {
        list<d> P = Solving();
        if(x == 0 or P.empty()) {
            final = false;
        }
        else {
             X= X+x;
             final_t = P.back().__t; 
             update(P);
        }
    }
    
    float e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,f3,f2,f1;
    e1=e2=e3=e4=e5=f3=f2=f1=0;
          
        for (t=0; t< T; ++t){
        e1 = e1 + mp[t][17][19].flow;
        e2 = e2 + mp[t][15][19].flow;
        e3 = e3 + mp[t][13][19].flow;
        e4 = e4 + mp[t][8][19].flow;
        e5 = e5 + mp[t][4][19].flow;
        f3 = f3 + mp[t][3][5].flow;
        f2 = f2 + mp[t][6][10].flow + mp[t][5][12].flow;
        f1 = f1 + mp[t][10][15].flow + mp[t][12][17]
        .flow + mp[t][9][14].flow ;
        }
    
//Emptying time of ground floor    
    int t0=0;
    int t01=0;
    
    for (t=0; t<final_t+1;++t){    
        if (mp[t][15][19].flow >0) {t0=t;}
        if (mp[t][17][19].flow >0) {t01=t;}                          
    }
    if (t01>t0){t0=t01+mp[t01][17][19].time;}
            else{t0=t0+mp[t0][15][19].time;}
    
//Emptying time of floor 1        
    int t1=0;
 
    for (t=0; t<final_t+1;++t){    
        
        if (mp[t][13][19].flow >0) {t1=t+mp[t1][13][19].time;}   
    } 
              
//Emptying time of floor 2             
    int t2=0;
    
    for (t=0; t<final_t+1;++t){    
        if (mp[t][8][19].flow >0) {t2=t+mp[t][8][19].time;}
        
    }
               
//Emptying time of floor 3    
    int t3=0;
    
    for (t=0; t<final_t+1;++t){      
        if (mp[t][4][19].flow >0) {t3=t+mp[t][4][19].time;}                              
    }
             
    doc=fopen("Results_arcs.txt","w");
    fprintf(doc,"*");
    for (i=0;i<n_node;++i){
            for (j=0;j<n_node;++j){
                if(M[i][j]==1 and i!=j){        
                     fprintf(doc,"\t ar.t\t %d %d",i,j);
                }   
            }     
        }
    fprintf(doc,"\n");
    
    for (t=0;t<T;++t) {
            fprintf(doc,"%d",t);
            for (i=0;i<n_node;++i){
                 for (j=0;j<n_node;++j){
                     if(M[i][j]==1 and i!=j){
                              fprintf(doc,"\t %d\t %6.2f ", t+ 
                                mp[t][i][j].time, mp[t][i][j].flow);
                     }              
                 }
            }
            fprintf(doc,"\n");
    }        
    fclose(doc);
    doc=fopen("Results_nodes.txt","w");
    fprintf(doc,"*");
    for (i=1;i<n_node-1;++i){
                     fprintf(doc,"\t %2d ",i);
    }
    fprintf(doc,"\n");
    
    for (t=0;t<T;++t) {
            fprintf(doc,"%d",t);
            for (i=1;i<n_node-1;++i){
                fprintf(doc,"\t %6.2f",mp[t][i][i].flow );
            }
            fprintf(doc,"\n");
    }        
    fclose(doc);
   
    
    cout<< "Number of people evacuated: " << X << "persons" <<endl 
    << endl;
    cout<< "Total evacuation time: "<< final_t << "seconds" <<endl
     <<endl;
    
    cout<< "Total people leaving through door (16-18): " << e1 
    << "persons" <<endl; 
    cout<< "Total people leaving through door (14-18): " << e2 
    << "persons" <<endl;
    cout<< "Total people leaving through door (12-18): " << e3 
    << "persons" <<endl;    
    cout<< "Total people leaving through door (7-18): " << e4 
    << "persons" <<endl; 
    cout<< "Total people leaving through door (3-18): " << e5 
    << "persons" <<endl<<endl;
    
    cout<< "Total people reaching floor 2 by floor 3: " << f3 
    << "persons"<<endl;
    cout << "Total people reaching floor 1 by floor 2: " << f2 
    << "persons" <<endl;
    cout << "Total people reaching floor 0 by floor 1: " << f1 
    << "persons" <<endl<<endl;
    
    cout << "Floor 3 is empty at time: " << t3 << "seconds"<<endl;
    cout << "Floor 2 is empty at time: " << t2 << "seconds"<<endl;
    cout << "Floor 1 is empty at time: " << t1 << "seconds"<<endl;
    cout << "Floor 0 is empty at time: " << t0 << "seconds"<<endl;
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#define getrandom(min, max)  (min) +((int)(myrand()*((max)-(min))))   
#define getrandomr(min,max)  (min) +(myrand()*((max)-(min)))
void main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
   int t;
   srand(time(NULL)); //initialize the seed for random numbers
   vector<Ped::Tagent*> myagents;
   Ped::Tscene *pedscene = new Ped::Tscene();
 cout << "Using libpedsim version " << Ped::LIBPEDSIM_VERSION << endl;
       
 //Destinations of the agents
 //libpedsim will make each agent travel in a cyclic fashion through its
 //list of waypoints
 Ped::Twaypoint wp1(275, 1000, 50);  //exit.
 Ped::Twaypoint wp2(165, 90, 24);    //bottom of stair 1
 Ped::Twaypoint wp22(175, 90, 24);   //a second point at the bottom of stair 1
 Ped::Twaypoint wp3(330, 90, 24);    //bottom of stair 2
 pedscene->addObstacle(new Ped::Tobstacle(0,   300, 165, 300)); // an obstacle is a wall. 
 pedscene->addObstacle(new Ped::Tobstacle(165, 300, 165, 120)); //Arg. 1, 2: coord. extreme 1 
 pedscene->addObstacle(new Ped::Tobstacle(330, 120, 330, 300)); //Arg. 3,4:  coord. extreme 2
 pedscene->addObstacle(new Ped::Tobstacle(330, 300, 495, 300)); 
 
 for (int i = 0; i<3; i++) { //initially, three persons are generated on top of each staircase.
  
  //stair one   
  Ped::Tagent *a = new Ped::Tagent();
  //send the agent down to the bottom of ths stair, and then to the exit.
  a->addWaypoint(&wp2);  a->addWaypoint(&wp22); a->addWaypoint(&wp1); 
  a->addWaypoint(&wp1);  a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
     a->setPosition(165*myrand(), 250 + 49*myrand(), 40); 
       pedscene->addAgent(a);
     myagents.push_back(a); //add agent to the scene.
  //stair two
  Ped::Tagent *aa = new Ped::Tagent();
  //send the agent down to the bottom of ths stair, and then to the exit.
  aa->addWaypoint(&wp3); aa->addWaypoint(&wp1); aa->addWaypoint(&wp1); 
  aa->addWaypoint(&wp1); aa->addWaypoint(&wp1); aa->addWaypoint(&wp1);
  aa->addWaypoint(&wp1);
     aa->setPosition(330+165*myrand(), 250 + 49*myrand(), 40); 
       pedscene->addAgent(aa);




    //this loop runs the simulation 
 while (t<45601) {//long simulation, to figure out what happens on a steady state
  for (vector<Ped::Tagent*>::iterator iter = myagents.begin(); iter!= myagents.end(); ++iter){
   Ped::Tagent *a = (*iter);
   
   a->move(0.01); //libpedsim computes the next move of agent a
                  //according to its default social force model
   if(!(t%30)){//output each agent's location every 30 seconds
    a->print();
   }
  }
  if(!(t%120)){//every 20 time units more agents appear on top of each stair
   Ped::Tagent *a = new Ped::Tagent();
   //they appear with probability 0.5 on top of stair 1
   if(myrand()<0.5){
    a->setPosition(165*myrand(), 250 + 49*myrand(), 40); 
    a->addWaypoint(&wp2); a->addWaypoint(&wp22);
    a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
    a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
      pedscene->addAgent(a);
    myagents.push_back(a);
   }
   else{// .. and with probability 0.5 on top of stair 2
    a->setPosition(330+165*myrand(), 250 + 49*myrand(), 40); 
    a->addWaypoint(&wp3); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
    a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
    a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1); a->addWaypoint(&wp1);
      pedscene->addAgent(a);
    myagents.push_back(a);




    // memory cleanup
        for (vector<Ped::Tagent*>::iterator iter = myagents.begin(); iter != myagents.end(); ++iter) {
                delete *iter;
        }
        delete pedscene;
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